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Examiner 1
He has proposed a list of typographial and grammatial errors to be orreted. These are
now inorporated in the thesis.
Examiner 2
He has voied onern about the phrasing of the extent of our analysis in the onluding
hapter. The onlusion has been re-written to address this. He also raised issues with
quality of the write-up of the thesis. In addition to the orretions suggested by examiner
1, we have read extensively the thesis and made a number of hanges to inrease ease of
readability and remove ambiguities.
Examiner 3
She has proposed to drop a signiant amount of the researh and further advane analysis in
the area kept in the thesis but left to Wits University to deide if this is too onerous extension
and is in norms of the volume of work required for the degree. The thesis supervisor, as
a representative authority of the University and authorized signatory of nal submission
deided to not proeed with this. Her omments and onstrutive ritis on assumptions and
the sope of our analysis has been taken into aount and is inorporated in the onluding
hapter.
As per her request, the introdutory and onluding hapter has been hanged to reet the
thrust of the work. Additional preision about the sensitivity of our analysis with respet to
1
the start of the Pareto tail is also inluded.
She also voied onern about the quality of the write-up and had a few (but not exhaustive)
list of orretions to make. These are orreted and as is explained for examiner 1 and 2,
we have take serious steps to ensure english orretness, uidity in the thesis and removed
ambiguities that might onfuse readers.
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